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Taco turmoil still ·festers
hesaid.
The Ellensburg community has
different views altogether.
Local business owners pay taxes,
which in turn fund the university,
said Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce President Mary Kraft. When
Central engages in commercial
activities, the tax dollars intended

like, Corona said. Mexican food
was the top choice; but not neces· Staff reporter
sarily a Taco Bell! "Everybody
What would cause the Ellensburg
keeps calling it a Taco Bell, that
community to get steamed at
.hasn't been determined yet."
CWU? The commercial debut of
The taco turmoil began when
Central' s own franchise.
Central commenced a series of
About 1,800 screaming CWU stumeetings with the Chamber of
dents seem to disagree with the
Commerce to discuss suggestions
outlying businesses
· and considerand community.
ations from the
If you are in supcommunity.
"All the things that go on in the SUB
port of the fast food
The commukiosk, you are possiwe feel are there for the convenience
nity stressed
bly one of many stu"very loudly"
of our students .•• "
dents to sign petithat they did not
-CWU Business Manager
tions in favor of
want the franMexican fast food in
chise to happen,
Rich Corona
the
Samuelson
Kraft said.
Union Building, said
"In the end the
Rich
Corona,
message was
Central' s business
that the stumanager. That kind of support can- to support the university end up dents' wants, not their ·needs but
not be ignored.
taking business away from the pri- their wants, were more important
"All the things that go on in the
vate business owners.
than our (the community's) feelSUB we feel are there for the con~
Because of this, Kraft said, "some ings," she said. "The university is
venience of our students and be- business owners have said they there to educate students, not to be
cause they are requested by our will stop giving money."
in the business of business."
students," Corona said.
The idea of a fast food franchise
But the intent, Corona said, was
If there was no student support
began last year when the univer- not t9 harm cor~mmnity relations.
fortheMexicanfoodfranchise, the sity issued surveys as to which Nevertheless, a lot of people are
university would not be doing it, type of food the students would · upset about this , despite the

by Ryan Feeney

university's attempt to be as open
as possible, he said.
"The university needs to be able
to respond to the needs of its customers. The students have a certain right to request services in
their building," Corona said.
Could this be a prelude of what's
to come? The community seems to
think so.
"When does it stop? When does
the university quit doing it (adding
other commercial businesses)?
They indicate that there could be
more," Kraft said.
·
"We don't have any plans to tum
it (the SUB) into a shopping mall,"
Corona said.
The kiosk will be funded initi~lly
by money from the Dining Services, which in tum is funded by
the room and board rates that students pay, Corona said. The food
booth is expected to be self-supporting, and all extra funds will be
allocated to improve equipment of
the Dining Services. Leftover
money will then go to the improvement of the SUB, he said.
"The Dining Service people
would like to see i.t operational fall
quarter 1995," Corona said.
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Legislation could
give state colleges
control of tuition
by Gregg Roulst
Sports editor

The proposal from the state Higher
Education. Coordinating Board to
allow colleges to raise their own
tuition has met little support and
left colleges and the Legislature
questioning the plan.
The legislation would give state ·
institutions, likeCenfral, the power
to raise and lower tuition at least 3
percent annually for the next two
years.
Institutions would, in addition,
have the option of seeking an additional 5 percent increase in tuition
each of those years.
If the Legislature agrees to the
boards' recommendations, it could
mark the first time that state institutions and colleges would have
the ability and option to raise their
own tuition.
Central spokespersons have stated
that CWU was supporting the measure in light of the financial short
fall after Initiative 601 undermined
tax support.

See TUITION/page 3

Accounting professor receive·s life-saving gift
by Nicole Best
Staff reporter

Accounting professor Pat
O' Shaughnessy received a ~racle.

O' Shaughnessy, 59, received a kidney transplant at Spokane's Sacred Heart Hospital. He reca11s the
December morning that changed
his life.
"On the 19th of December, my
wife and I didn't get home from
shopping in Ellensburg until after
midnight. I had unloaded the car,
done an exchange on my dialysis
and got to bed at about 2 a.m.,
intending to sleep in."
Little did they know their telephone was out of order as people
tried desperately to contact them.
And at 7: 15 a.m., the doorbell
rang; a rare and unusual sound at
the O' Shaughnessy residence in
theremoteareaofPomeroy, Wash.
It was the Department of Natural
Resources ranger's son.
"Sacred Heart has a kidney for
you," the ranger's son said.
Without wasting a minute,
O' Shaughnessy grabbed his overnight bag and was out the door,
driving 125 miles north to the hospital.
"I ·listened to music, trying to get
my thoughts
in
place,"
O' Shaughnessy said. "I wasn't ex-

cited, I wasn't
scared. I wasn't
nervous at all, I
knew they'd put
me out and I'd
wake up with a
kidney."
The d,onor,
whose identity is
unknown, provided
two
healthy kidneys;
one of which
went
to
O' Shaughnessy,
the other to an
unknown recipient.
He was very
thankful to the
donor. "Those
kidneys improved the life
of two people,"
he said.
Kidneys are
the body's sanitation system.
Designed with
140 miles of
tubes and millions of filters, the
kidneys remove waste products from
the blood and help e1iminate excess
water.
Diagnosed in 1981 with end-stage
renal disease(kidney failure),

removal of waste
Before becoming a candidate
products and ex- for a transplant, patients must encess
water dure a multitude of physical tests.
through blood Any weakness may manifest into a
cleansing.
muchlargerproblemafterthetransTransplant plant.
hopefuls must
"I had to have three good teeth
take part in a spe- pulled because there was danger of
cial blood test having an infection later on," he
called tissue typ- said.
ing.
Although the transplant was a
This test reveals success, the body won't receive its
information new organ without a fight. Transabout
white plant rejection may occur at any
blood cells and time.
determines the
Most transplant patients expericompatibility of ence at least one rejection episode.
a donor's kidney During this time, the bodfs imwith the patient.
mune (defense) system recognizes
Each person's the ·new kidney as different from
body contains in- its own.
herited proteins
The immune system may begin to
called antigens, attack the new kidney with white
three from the blood cells.
mother and three
O'Shaughnessy currently takes
froni the father.
nearly a dozen various drugs to
Tissue typing · prevent rejection, while simultaidentifies which neously treating the inevitable sideChris Urrutiaffhe Observer antigens a person
effects of these drugs.
has.
Although his life involves conO' Shaughnessy began dialysis in
The donor's kidney must be com- stant monitoring of his vital signs
November 1994. Dialysis, which patible with the recipient's.
and general tender self-treatment,
costs about $30,000 per year, is a
"We matched on four ;mtigens,
treatment that duplicates the func- but they do transplants with one See O'SHAUGHNESSY/
tion of a kidney.
antigen," O' Shaughnessy ex- r3ge 2
Dialysis treatment involv·es the plained.
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Artisfni of £il~at
JANUARY SPECIAL
10% OFF ON FULL SETS OF ALL
ACRYLIC NAl-LS OR FILLS

The country line dance craze is back at Central
Students, faculty, and &taff ~e invited to take part in four weeks of free country line dance lessons
beginning Monday, at 7:30 p.m., in the SUB Ballroom.

418 NORTH PINE

925-9715

EDUCATION MEETINGS FOR '95 - '96
PRE - AUTUMN EXPERIENCE STUDENTS, STUDENT
TEACHERS & OPTION II STUDENTS
will be held on
JAN. 24TH, 25TH, AND 26TH
3:00 P.M. HEBELER AUDITORIUM
Need to attend one meeting only

CWU and Laughing Horse are looking for a few good thespians
The Laughing Horse Summer Theatre and CWU theatre arts department are extending their cooperative
relationship into the audition process at 6:30 p.m., Jan. 30, in McConnell Auditorium. Central's theatre arts
will be casting for two productions, "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer", and "13 Rue De L'Amour". The
Laughing Horse Theatre is seeking actors for "Marvin's Room", "Absurd Person Singular", "Dancing at
Lughnasa", and " Tons of Money".

Learn the best ways to find a job
Career Placement & Planning Center Interim Director Robert Malde is presenting a free workshop titled
"The Best Ways to Find a Job" from 2-3 p.m., Jan. 31, in Shaw-Smyser Hall Room '109.

Graduate Assistantships
Graduate assistantship applications for summer quarter 1995 and for the academic year are due by Feb. 15
in the Office of Graduate Studies and Research, Barge Hall Room 305. Applications and information can ·
be obtained in Barge 305, or by calling 963-3103. Graduate students who are currently employed as ·
graduate assistants also need to submit an application by Feb. 15 if they are interested in obtaining an
assistantship for next year. Graduate students interested in tht:< assistantship program are also requested to
submit a Financial Aid application, available in the Financial Aid Office.

011rantee~

lo•••f

Office of Admissions position available

Prie11
Vic Firth
Sticks

(509) 925-9349

$599

306 N. Main

Guitar
String
2 for I

The Office of Admissions is accepting applications for the position of Sampler Student Co-Coordinator,
due by Jan. 27. The position requires coordinating the Central Sampler Visitation Program four times a
quarter, three quarters a year. For more information, call Racheal Klein in the Office of Admissions,
963-1211.

Mind Your Own Business
Authors Dr. Don Akutagawa and Central alumni Dr. Terry Whitman will appear at a book signing at
Jerrol's Jan. 27 at noon. Akutagawa and Whitman are promoting their new book titled "Mind Your Own
Business!" which looks at the conflicts people have when others do not mind their own business.

0' SHAUGHNESSY: Accounting professor
beams with hope and gratitude
From page 1
ELLEN 56URG.

Jan. 16, 10:40 p.m.

~,~/

~~

'

plant recipients save money. As an
accountarit, O' Shaughnessy appreciates the economics of his treatment.
"Aftenwo years, you're saving
$22,000to$25,000ayear incosts."
When asked if he received a
woman's kidney, 0 1 Shaughnessy
laughed. "God wouldn't let that
happen to me!"

Campus police respond to an
apparent pot problem area

,,_.A

~~~~

O' Shaughnessy beams with hope
and gratitude.
"A lot o.f people were praying for
me before the transplant, and as
well as everything went for me, I
have to think these prayers were
answered," he said.
"A lot of kidney patients suffer a

lot of pain in their treatments. Basically, I didn't have much of this.
The care I got at·Sacred Heart was
unbelievable, I was in awe, it was a
totally pleasant experience," he
said.
O' Shaughnessy plans to resume
teaching at Central for his 32nd
year.
Because dialysis is costly, trans-

.

---

--

MESS

-:,,', CHIP. 1 row vou Hor ro
(.
WllH MY AIHOEXEC.f"'l. NOW
~ )'..._WHAT ME WE. GOIN~7 TO (~01

Officers responding to a call of
possible marijuana use in
Muzzall Hall, noticed an aroma
that was believed to be marijuana. Police contacted the resident in question and later seized
a film canister which was filled
with what was suspected t~ be
marijuana. The resident was
cited and released.

CAMPUS

Jan.10, 8-10 a.m.
A leather flight jacket was stolen fromastudentwhomomentarily left, only to find it gone
when they returned. The jacket,
valued at $300, was later recovered on the stairwell near the
SUB Ballroom. ·

Jan. 16, 12:10 a.m.

CENTRAL VALLEY'S
CENTER FOR ALL YOUR
COMPUTER NEEDSI

412 N. Main

962~2490

An 18-year-old Muzzall resident was cited and released after
Campus Police received a report of possible marijuana use
in progress. When officers arrived, they smelt the now familiar scent and contacted the suspect. They confiscated a pipe
with marijuana still inside.

Jan.13, 5-10 p.m.
Three video game machines in the
SUB games room were unsuccessfully broken into. Officers found
signs of someone trying to pry open
.the machiQes to get to the quarters
inside. No money was lost in the
futile attempt.
•

Jan. 12, 7:07 p.m.
A resident of Brooklane Village
reported they heard gunshots near
the building. Officers responding
to the call found no signs of gun

over the fence. They were cited
for first-degree criminal trespassing. No damages were reported.

Jan. 10, 2:26 a.m.
Officers observed a yellow
Chevy pickup spinning its tires
and· kicking out its back end
while driving through the M-19
parking lot. The truck nearly
by Dan Engel
ran over pedestrians just before
police stopped and cited the
driver for reckless driving.
play.
Jan. 7, 7-10 p.m.
Jan. 12, 12:17 p.m.
While entertaining a few random ·
A 45-year-old woman walking in
the SUB Pit area overlooked the friends, an 18-year-old resident had
two-foot drop off and fell over the his backpack stolen. The packconedge, injuring her ankle. An ambu-_ .tained books and other miscellalance was called and the woman neous objects valued at $100. .
Jan.6
was taken into care.
A Muzz~JI Hall resident trying to
Jan. 12, 1:14 a.m.
During a routine patrol of the Japa- re-enter to his room through the
nese Garden, officers found a 19- second-story window, lost his balyear-old man, and a 20-year-old ance and plummeted to the ground
woman lying under a tree. The two below. The 19-year-old man was
suspects gained entry by cli~bing treated for a collapsed lung.

COPS
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TUITION:

Proposal
could raise
tuition 16
percent
From Page 1
Central's Board of Directors have
adamantly opposed the local control of tuition increases, but say
since the Legislature has raised
tuition nearly 25 percent over the
last two years; an 8 percent increase wouldn't be so bad.
"With these drastic increases, a
moderate increase would have been
much more attractive to me as a
student," ASCWU Vice President
for Political Affairs Shawn Christie
said.
The BOD has reserved judgment
on the proposal until they see what
type of budget proposal the state
would come-up with.
"We're taking a look at these and
seeing which is the less of two
evils," Christie said.
Already 32 community college
and technical college presidents
have voted unanimously to oppose
the policy. The community college system believes it's the responsibility of the Legislature to
fund higher education ade-quately
and set tuition.
If the 3 percent tuition increase
were in effect, they would raise
about $1.2 million each year. An 8
percent increase would raise an
estimated $3.3 million per year according to Courtney Jones,
Central's vice president of Business and Financial Affairs.
The proposal could raise tuition
by 16percentin the 1996-97 school
year. At the University of Washington this would be a jump in
tuition from $2,907 to $3,390 for
undergraduate resident students, an
increase of $483 per student.
The proposed annual 3 percent
increase would be for inflation
while another 3 percent would
cover additional shortfalls and the
remaining 2 percent would give
institutions the ability for institutional priorities, according to the
Higher Education Coordinating
Board.

Page 3

Central CARES about the community
by Nicole Best
Staff reporter

A new program at Central can
help students get practical career
skills while helping th~ community through volunteer work.
The Central CARES program
promotes community service and
volunteer activities, which provide
help to the needs of the environment and society.
Developed through contributions
from the AmeriCorps National
Service Network, the Washington
State Campus Compact and CWU,
Central CARES serves as a directory; channeling volunteers to
agencies.
Volunteers take part in service
learning, a method by which students learn and develop career
skills through active community
service and participation.
Service learning integrates com-

it for my benmunity serefit and to help
i c e
the family,"
projects
Hernandez
into acasaid.
demic curriculum.
Altiz.er enE ve
courages anyAltizer, an
one interested·
Ameritn becoming a.
C o r p s
volunteer to
member, is
visit the Coopthe volunerative Educateer coordition Office and
nator
of
explore
the
Central
community setCARES.
Hernandez volunteers her time to a Mexican family,
vice directory.
"Some of tutoring them in English.
Chris UrrutiafThe Observer Volunteer pothe benefits of yolunteering are tive Education and they were very sitions are also posted on the voldeveloping career skills, strength- helpful,"saidHeadstartfamilyser- unteer bulletin board in the
ening one's service ethic, support-· vice ·worker Cami Bello.
Samuelson· Union Building next
ing the community, and enhancBertha Hernandez, a social ser- to the espresso bar.
ing an education," Altizer said.
vices major, used the Central
"We've had a considerable
The Ellensburg Headstart Child CARES program to become a vol- amount of student and faculty inDevelopmentProgram has worked unteer for Headstart.
terest. We still have volunteer opsuccessfully to obtain a volunteer.
"I'm going to be tutoring a His- portunities available for winter
"I called the Office of Coopera- · panic family in English. I'm doing quarter," Altizer said.
v

COPYRIGHT POLICY FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Appropriate Use of University Information T~hnology Resources Policy

2-2.8 Copyrigl1t policy for computer programs
It is the policy of Central Washington University to adhere to the

provisions of copyright laws in the area of computer programs.
Though there continues 10 be controversy regarding interpretation of
these copyright laws, the following procedures represent a sincere
effort to operate legally. Therefore, in an effort 10 discourage
violation of copyright laws and to prevent such illegal activities:

All University faculty, administrators, staff, and students, by virtue of their own
use of Central Washington University information technology resources, accept
the responsibility of using these resources only for appropriate University
activities.
Information technology resources include computing, telephone, and television/
video resources.
·

2-2.8.2
*All apropriatc information technology activities of the faculty, administrators,
When the software is to be used on a disk sharing system, eflorts will and staff directly related 10 instruction. research, public service. and
be made to secure this software from copying.
administration;
*Extra-onlinary information ll.'Chnology activites as may from time to lime be
approved in writing in advance by the appropriate information technology
resource director to address special ne..'Cls.
Appropriate University activites do not include activities such as:
*Commercial use;
2-2.8.4
The legal or insurance protection of th.: University will not be
extended to faculty, administrators, staff, and students who violate
copyright laws.

*Personal use unn:lated lo University activity;

*Uses of information icchnology resources (even is appropriate protecrion has not
been provided) which:
2-2.8.5
Nothing in this policy shall be deemed to apply to computer programs *Waste , misuse, or abuse information technology resources:
or software products which lie within the public domain.
*Maliciously destroy, alter. or make inaccessibk information technology
resources or infonnation t.!chnology-based information or the integrity thereof;

(THIS IS A PAID ADVERTISEMENT)

There are various other policies. laws. and licenses relall."<I lo information
technology resources including ;11e following:
*The section of the Faculty Code on Consulting and Outside \\'urk.

*Computing resources arc defined as computing staff, hardware. software.
2-2.8.1
ne1works(including the "B" jacksJ, laboratorics. databases. files. inlormalion,
University faculty, administrators, staff. and students will be expectL'Cl liL-enses. contracts. network bandwidth, funds. usemames, passwocds.
to adhere 10 the provisions of Section 117 of Title 17 of the United
documentation, disks, and tapes.
Stales Codi: to allow for the making of a backup copy of computer
programs. That statulC states. in part:
*Telephone resources are ddined as staff, hardware, software, nctworks(including
the" A• jacks), switches, telephones, answering macllines, wiring panels, files,
• .. .il is not an infringement for the owner of a copy of a computer
information, licenses, contracts, network bandwidth, funds, and documentation.
program to make or authori1.e the making of another copy or adaption
of that computer program provided:
*Television/video resources are <lefined as staff, hardware, networks(including the
video jack), video cameras, video tape, production and post-production 1-'quipmcnt
a. That such a new copy or adaption is created as an essential step in and facilities, laboratories, licenses, contracts, network bandwidth, funds, and
the utilization of the computer program in conjunction with a machine documentation.
and that it is uSt:d in no other mannllr, or
Appropriate University activities include:
b. That such a new copy and adaption is for archival purposes only
and that all archival copies are destroyed in the event that continued
•All appropriate information technology activities of enrolled students directly
possesion of that computer program should cease to be rightful."
relat1-'Cl to class assignments from University faculty;

2-2.8.3
University owned or licensed software may not be used, c(Jpied, or
distibuted in any manner in violation of license agreements or laws.
University computing resources and computing resources used on
University property may not be used in any manner to copy or
distribute software in violation of license agreements or laws.

Users who are uncertain about the propriety of a particular use should
request an interpretation and approval from the appropriate information
technology resource director in writing in advance.

*Compromise the SL'CUrily, rights, or privacy of the University. people. or their
information technology resources.
•

*The University's Policy on Copyright and Royalties.
*The University's Copyright Policy for Computer Progr.uns.
*Section 1030 of the U.S. Criminal Code, the 19S6 Compuicr Fraud and
Abuse Act.
*The Copyright Act of 1976.
*The State of Washington Tclceomminications Fraud Act of 1990
(SSB 6572).
*Licenses for computer software.
Computer Services is responsib1e for insuring that the University's
computing resources are properly used and protected. It makes every
reasonable to maintatin the integrity, security, and privact of the
resources and of users' electronic files. mail, records. and activities.
Viruses, "hacker" attacks, "Trojan Horse", and account intrusion may
trigger alarm that result in more intensive investigations by Computer
Services to insure the security of our computing resources.
When appropriate and with good reason, authorities (faculty. managers,
auditors. etc.) may examine use(s computer files. electronic mail,
activities. records. etc. Misuse or abuse of information technology
resources may result in the immediate suspension of all information
technology privileges and referral to appropriaie authorities.
In order to monitor such examination, there is hereby established an
oversight committee composed of the Associate Provost. The Chair fo
the Faculty Senate, the Business Manager. the President of the ASCWU
Board of Directors. and the Chair of the Academic Computing
Committee, who will chair the Oversight Committee and report to the
President. The purpose of the committee is 10 provide for an
independant, periodic review of the use of the examination authority
describt.'d in the above paragraph. Those exercising examination
authority will submit 10 Committee after the fact a notice of such
examination and the reason therefore. The committee will not have
authority to approve, disapprove. or direct examinations but will limit
itself to a review of such examinations, and may at its discretion make
reports to the President.
Approved by the President's Advisory Council: October 5, 1990_

Visit our
Service Counter!

*
*

*

WE HAVE EVERYTHING TO SERVE YOU, OUR CUSTOMER!
FEATURING.....
~
MONEY
MONDAY MADNESS!
TravelersE1pre11
ORDERS
VIDEOS fOR 99 ¢
*COPIES
$1.99 TUESDAY - SUNDAY
10¢ EA.
AUDIO BOOK RENTAL
WESTERN! IMONEY
UNION TRANSFER
The fastest way to send money· ·

*POSTAGE STAMPS AT
POST OfflCE PRICES

*fAX
925-MRGS
$2.25 I 1.00 SENDING
$ .50 RECEIVING

3 DAYS $1.99
50 ¢ PER DAY THEREAFTER
(WI COUPON)

FREE LOCAL

GET ALL Of THIS ... AND MORE AT MR. G's! 8th & CHESTNUT 925-2467
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OBSERVANCE

LETTERS

Transfer of tuition control
is an ill-conceived plan
AS·C WUad
he recent decision by the Higher Education Coordi•
•
1naccurac1es
nating Board to recommend to the Legislature a
plan that would give public universities and colleges
the ability to raise tuition at least 3 percent annually should
revealed

T

not sit well with students.
Central has seen great jumps in tuition over the 1994-95
and 1993-94 academic years - with 14.5 percent and 10.4
percent increases, respectively.
As 32 community and technical college presidents said so
strongly in their rejection of the proposal, tuition should be
set by the Legisla_ture.
.
The proposal will apparently allow state institutions to raise
tuition as high as 10 percent over the next two years. And
much of that money would be set aside to fund $80 million
in salary increases.
Already students are finding it hard to make ends meet,
even while working summer jobs and jobs during winter
break. Many students are forced to hold part-time jobs while
taking course loads in excess of 18 credits.
Students born after 1971 are not eligible for financial aid
unless their parents don't claim them for the previous two
years on their tax returns.
Now is the time for action. Write or call your student
government leaders on campus and the legislators in
Oly~pia to convince them not to proceed with this damaging
legislation.

Please try to spell check your layout or proofread it more carefully.
It is not my intent to slam The
Observer staff because I feel that I
as a student have a stake in the
publication. Therefore, I want our
newspaper to be the best that it can
be.

To the Editor:
I am writing to address the issue
of the spelling in Greg Carlson's
letter on the ASCWU page in the
Jan. 12 edition of The Observer. I
noticed several errors including the
following:
1) The name Central was not capitalized.
2) "As you president ... " should
have been "As your president .... "
3) ASCWU "mamber" should be
"member".
4) ":Your" should not have a capitalized "o" .in the word.
5) Student "government" was
spelled "govenrment".

I realize as a student that your
staff strives for accuracy but this is
just a plain _case of "student error"
or a very tired staff member.

Ryan S. Golze, student
golze@cwu.edu

Editors' note: We've received several comments about this issue. The
BOD ad is made by someone on the
BOD staff Unless The Observer
production department produces
the ad, our policy is to print it as
submitted.

Soldiers:
Please
write
To the Editor:
My name is Spc. Shane Lane. I am
a member of the Armed Forces.

Some friends and I are currently on
deployment in the Middle East as
part of the multinational force and
observers.
Our job is to observe and report
violations of the Camp David Accords signed in 1979 between Egypt
and Israel.
We are stationed on the Sinai Peninsula, a buffer zone between the
two countries.
The reason I write is to ask if you
could post our address in your paper so that if people were interested, they could write. This would
be considered an act of patriotism
and greatly appreciated. Mail is
scarce and we're starting to get
lonely!
Our names are Spc. Shane Lane,
23, from Washington, Spc. Jesse
Martin, 21, from Washington, and
Spc. Ryan Falkenstein, 22, from
West Virginia.
Thank you for your time.

Spc. Shane Lane
U.S. Army
USBATT TF S-14 INF B Co.
Unit No. 31530
APOAE09833

Recent violent incidents question h_o w laws are applied to terrorist acts
To the Editor:
Last week in New York, six men
went on trial accused of conspiracy
for planning to bomb the United
Nations building, the Holland and
Lincoln tunnels linking New York
and New Jersey, and other landmarks of the Big Apple.
The trial is an outgrowth of the
World Trade Center bombings of
1993.
The accused, all Islamic fundamentalists, are accused of waging a
')ihad" or holy war against the
United States.
The most infamous of the accused,
the blind cleric Sheik Omar AbduJRahman, never took part in the
- planning of the attacks.
Nonetheless, he is included in the
conspiracy because he gave spiri-

tual guidance to the others telling
them their actions were sanctified
by God.
Coincidentally, last week John C.
Salvi was arrested for the killing of
two people and wounding five others at Boston area women health
centers.
On Dec. 30, Mr. Salvi walked into
Pre-Term Health Care clinic and
asked 25-year-old receptionist
Leanne Nichols, "Is this Pre-Term
Clinic?"
When she replied yes, he took a
rifle from his duftlebag, said, "In
the name of Jesus" and killed her.
He then turned on three men in the
waiting room. Men whose loved
ones were seeing doctors.
These women may have been getting PAP smears, receiving treatment for yeast infections, or they

'~There

is nothing wrong with John Salvi other
than he killed a couple of people," said a friend
of Salvi's.
... The day following his arrest, "Pro-Life"
demonstrators in Virginia carried signs
reading "Thank you for what you did."

may have been having an abortion.
John Salvi didn't know or care.
He shot them anyway.
Salvi then went to a Planned Parenthood Clinic a mile away and
killed the receptionist there in the
same manner.
He was finally arrested two days
later after spraying indiscriminate

gunfire toward a clinic in Virginia.
Today, some people defend John
Salvi.
"There is nothing wrong with John
Salvi other then he killed a couple
of people," a friend of Sal vi's said.
Thedayfollowinghisarrest, "ProLife" demonstrators in Virginia
carried signs reading "Thank you

for what you did."
Donald Spitz, director of Pro-Life
Virginia, a Pentecostal minister,
said of Salvi, "He's a hero."
Fortunately, more reasonable
voices were heard.
"Obviously this is murder, terrorism, call .it what you will," said
Senate majority leader Bob Dole.
After these incidents, one must
wonder what separates the Donald
Spitzs of this world from the Shiek
Abdul-Rahmans?
Why does America have one set
oflaws for Islamic fundamentalists
who promote terrorism and another
for Christian fundamentalists who
execute it?

Jay~on

student

Ringel
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'Celestine Prophesy': A student's view
Lion King culture, which the
Egyptians merely carved their
effigy upon and raised the pyramids as a tribute to it. While the
"The Celestine Prophesy" cer- theme of 'that'. story was · bortainly is worth reading-who could rowed by Walt Disney from the
deny?
Japanese (who extracted it from
I happened upon it while taking a Confucious) makes it all the more
course in miracles at the Unity believable.
Church in Spokane last year.
Of course Edgar Cayce, the
The reyiews there were varied to 'sJeeping prophet', fortold this
mute-depending · upon your discovery long ago for those who
'affiliatory index' (the belief poll). believe it, but who knows for
Being a veteran of the 'down un- sure?
der' (south of the border/equator),
In any event, the facts of "The
the book had a very special appeal Celestine Prophesy" are entirely
tome.
different.
However, no one appears to have
The purpose of the book is not
a clue toward the meaning of the to expand the horizons of the
book!
past, but rather to create the perSure, the view of the Millennium ception of perception. This was
from the very top of the Andes done by a method of insights,
Mountains was indeed spectacular which like a tuning fork once
and I would not have been sur- struck, continues endlessly.
prised to see Don Juan and Carlitos
An insight which caught my
watching from some distant bluff. eye after the author had closed
And that rendering tug-of-war be- the book, concerned the domain
tween the authoritarian 'doubters' of thoughts, feelings, emotions,
and the struggling 'believers' desires, wishes and wants.
would pull anyone's heart-strings.
These items may not be 'perActually, historically there may sonal' baggage at all, no more
be more to the idea of the book than · .'interior' than the forest or the
meets the eye. The recent probable sky.
discovery in Egypt that the age-old
As Plato said, these items dance
Sphinx was a remnant temple of a like shadows upon the walls of

·To the Editor:

LAS VEGAS

the 'cave', ensnaring the soul with
their charms. Magic, sorcery and
moonlit dreams dwell here, lorded
by the god of fear.
And what is beyond the vanity of
'the fire within'?
The light withc;mt ... no doubt.

Rance DeWitt
student

I

LINDER ClllROPRACTIC CENTER

DR. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER
1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Located close to cam us
fF11

11.::fl

CONFIDENTIAL• AFFORDABLE • RELIABLE

•Low Cost Birth Control
•Pregnancy Testing
• Male Exams
• Depo Provera

JANUARY
PERMANENT WAVE
SPECIAL

•Annual Exams
•Infection Checks
•Norplant
• Morning After Pill

312 North Pine• Ellensburg• 925-7113

Per

Package Includes:
*2 Nights at Fitzgerald's Hotel
*Round Trip Airfare from Seattle
*$166°0 per person
double occupancy
*Sunday-Wednesday Departures

Planned Parenthood·
of Central Washington

allNE™

The Thice Meeting Place

IN THIS WEEK'S
LOCALIZER!

Chances are
You'll meet
Someone
Special ...

ents neat
t a:patttn
totnOS S~B
. ''outed Vtee d \n tbe
.
l)\stn
dottnS an
catn\'lus,

PLACE YOUR
FREE AD TODAY!
How it works:

1. FREEAD
-Your 5-line ad in the Localizer is Free. It will run for 4 weeks.
Additional lines are $8.00 each for the 4-week run.

Phone (509) 925-1414 or 1-800-676-4850
Deadline is Wednesday for the following week.

2. VOICE GREETING
Within 24 hours of placing your ad, you call the 900# and
record your voice greeting using your personal I.D. No. we
assign you. You are the only one who knows this number.

and z

ox

8

eauty ~

.Proj~sWnal9fmr Veswnus

Expires 1/31/95

708 E. 8th
(at the plaza)

925-2177

3. RETRIEVE MESSAGES
Interested people read your ad and call PersonaUne to
listen to your greeting and leave a recorded message for
you. You call the 900# using your personal l.D. No. to
check your messages and return calls from people you
wish to meet.
It's just that easyl

CALL YOUR FREE AD IN TODAY!

DON'T MISS THIS
WEEK'S LOCALIZER
Per~aLINEN
·
The Voice Meeting Place
Call Today

,

(509) 925-1414
THE KITIITAS VALLEY

Localizer
ELLENSBl JRG, WASHINGTON
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SCENE

Why do they call.it "rush hour', when no.body's moving?

Tush push yourway to line dancing fun
FAST FACTS
WHO:
Sun Country Shufflers.

WHAT:

A conversation
with a famous
actor

Col!ntry line dancing
lessons.

WHERE:
Samuelson Union Building
Ballroom.

WHY:
For fun!

WHEN:
by Kevin Cowherd
The Baltimore Sun
The thing about doing a column
on celebrities is, right away you
come off looking like a namedropper. '
So at first I was a little reluctant to
reveal my recent conversation with
Danny Aiello. But then people said:
"Oh, you've got to tell that story,"and I said "You think so?" and they
said "Absolutely."
So I changed my mind and, in a
moment, I' 11 tell you what Aiello
and I talked about, which is pretty
cool, you just.wait.
Whatever you do, don't look at
me with a stupid face and say:
"Who's Danny Aiello?"
Because I' 11 smack you so hard,
they'll be picking up pieces of your
head with a vacuum cleaner.
Fine, let's assume you really are
that dumb.
Danny Aiello is a big Hollywood
star. His most recent film (I think)
was "The ·professional" and he's
appeared in lots of other movies
such as "Hudson Hawk," "Radio
Daze," "Purple Rose of Cairo" and
"Fort Apache: the Bronx."
He also starred in "Do The Right
Thing" with Spike Lee, and his
portrayal of a volatile pizzeria
owner absolutely stole the film, if
you want my opinion.
So the man is a bona fide star. Plus
he seems like a very nice man and
we had a nice chat, which, as lsaid,
I will detail in a moment.
This conversation with Aiello, by
the way, tookplaceataNets-Knicks
game at Brendan Byrne Arena in
New Jersey.
I was at the game because my
brother-in-law is a season ticketholder, and I was able to leech onto
h;m and sit in one of his great seats,
three rows from the floor.
Anyway, we were sitting there
during the warm-ups when
suddenly I noticed that the burly
guy in front of me was .... Danny
Aiello.
God, he looked like a million
bucks, too! He was wearing a black
leather trench coat that probably
cost more than my car, and ah olive
suit and white silk shirt with no tie,
which is very cool.
Plus he was wearing those little
round shades that only cool people
like Yoko Ono and Keanu Reeves
wear.
Frankly, I was dazzled, and I 1m
not some rube who just fell off the

7:30 Monday nights. Starts
Jan. 23.

by Jen Kandzor
Staff reporter
or the third year in a row,
the country line dancing
craze will come to Central.
Monday, and continuing until
Feb 13, every Monday at 7:30
p.m. line dancing will be taught
in the SUB Ballroom.
This program is free to all
students, faculty and staff; and
you don't need to bring a partner
to enjoy the fun.
All music and lessons are
provided by the Sun Country
Shufflers from Yakima, and are

F

Last year's program drew in
sponsored by the Office of
about 200 people a night. Many
Residence Living, Enrichment
of the Shufflers' members will be
Program, and the Apartment
present to help teach the dances,
Program.
and offer extra help if needed.
This year, the Shufflers are
Central is one of the Shuffler's
providing booklets for each
person, which explains how to do favorite spots to teach because
the dance steps, and includes tips . the energy runs so high, said
Sharon Parker, program
and suggested music for each of
coordinator for Residence Living.
the dances.
Once you have all the steps
Every Monday, the Shufflers
down, Student Activities is
will teach at least two new
sponsoring a dance at Club
dances, so each night will be
Central pn Feb. 24. A member of
different, and you won't be
the Sun Country Shufflers will
completely lost if you happen to
serve as DJ.
miss one night.

Cruisin' the Net!------For those of you who enjoy the intricacies of the Internet, The
Observer presents this section where we will highlight a stop on the
"highway." Please feel free to e-mail us your suggestions or
comments: Observer@cwu.edu
I read your new feature on "Cruisin' the net," what a very good
idea. Here is a web site that might be of interest to some of your
readers.
http:/lthomas.loc.gov This site was recently opened with the
convening of the 104th Congress. It offers full text of legislation
from the 103rd and 104th Congresses. Information about the
legislative process, pointers to other government sites and a very
simple to use query system for searches round out the services of
this web site.
-David Kaufman, sociology chair
kaufman@cwu.edu
When I saw that you were asking for fun locations on the Net,
well ... here's some of my favorite usenet newsgroups, along with
a bit of info on ·each of them.
If you feel yourself withering from lack. of human contact, and
need a hug or two ... try Alt.Cuddle It's sickeningly sweet, and
so Cu-U-te!
If you think that Cuteness is really a ploy being used to conquer
the world, you might be interested in joining the Fudds on
Alt.Devilbunnies
If you would like to discuss Lola, or any other CWU legends ..
. try Alt.Folklore.College They have many threads (lines of
discussion) going on college legends from around the globe.
Alt.Humor.Best-Of-Usenet takes some of the funnier postings
from other groups, and reposts them. It's a moderated Newsgroup,
so you have to e-mail your favorites to a separate address, but they
post quite a few of them
-Eric Franklin
franklin@cwu.edu

SEARCH ME!_
---January 19, 1995--

P A S T A B A R B X _E YA S

CIBVEIAGFMHMEC
SSEADAZELTMEIR
OPZRMPQRIJCIFA
UKEWRGDOLEWH.IP
PECAHEARTHMUGE
UIOSCSBAYZTVXt
CHZOSHQUICHENI
OQHRILEVRRANGN
.T B H 0 L ME S L G C H E E

POUOPSOUGBEURG
BSCRAGLHELFRTO
CLUES
The theme: Top 10 things to be scared of
in the dining halls
10. Wednesday nights
9. Low fat
8. Muligatawny, anyone?
7. No napkins!
6. Not quite ice cream

Answers in next issue
Thursday, January 26

Crossword madness solutions
for January 12, 1995
ACROSS
1. Draft 5. Humid 8.
Halve 9. Pique 10. Allot"
11. Meant 12. Dote 15.
Center 17. Spurn 18.
Abrupt 20. Dump 25.
Nohow 26. Heron 27.
Aware 28. Enter 29.
Motor 30. Moron

DOWN
I. Depend 2. Acquit 3.

Theme 4. Gloat 5.
Heathen 6. Mallet
7. Dither 13. Orb 14.
Opt 15. Cry 16. Elm 17.
Spanner 18. Anthem
19. Regret 21. Unfair
22. Pigeon 23. White
24. Swarm

See AIELLO/page 8

5. Plastic environment savers
4. Fruit
3. Crustless Italian .
2. Studio East
1. Swordfish sandwich
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First rock show held at Hal Holmes Center in three years beckons good crowd

Concert brings 'Seattle sound' to Ellensburg
by Shay McGraw
Staff reporter
ith Ellensburg police
officers circling the
Hal Holmes Community Center in their cars like a
school of hungry sharks last
Saturday night, one might never
have guessed that .things were
going well for the first rock show
held at the center in nearly three
years.
However, according to club
events organizer Joe Wolf, "We
have a really good crowd here
tonight. The kids are well
.behaved, and really appreciate

W

mances.
The night got off to a late start
as Divided Sky hit the stage more
than an hour later than scheduled,
warming up the crowd for Blind
Tribe.
Divided Sky singer and CWU
senior, Matt Millikan, said he
enjoyed playing the show, but
had hoped for a larger turnout.
"Other than that and some
problems with the sound system,
I really liked playing ·the show
and would do it again," Millikan
said.
Divided Sky ended their set
with an impressive instrumental

REVIEW
being able to listen to their kind
of music in a live setting."
The show's promoter, Jarred ·
Hamlin, echoed the sentiments of
Wolf and has plans of putting on
at least one s!Jow a month at the
center.
The center's grand re-opening
show featured Ellensburg locals
Divided Sky and Blind Tribe
from Seattle. Both bands were
well-received by the crowd and
delivered top-notch perfor-

jam session, which served as a
proper introduction for the
headliner, Blind Tribe.
After a few short songs, Blind
Tribe turned the once neardormant community center into a
makeshift mosh pit of about a
dozen. The hall came alive as
Blind Tribe played a long set of
their own numbers, including a
couple of impromptu cover tunes.
By this time, the crowd was
broken-in and problems with the
sound system seemed to have
subsided, allowing Blind Tribe to
let Ellensburg raste a little bit of
Seattle.

After much tim.e, effort, and consideration
Taco Bell is .com.ing t9 the SUB! Thank you to
all who participated with surveys, petitions,
meetings and colllm.ittees .. The support of our
student body, f acuity, and adm.inistration are all ·
responsible for this victory. Special thanks to
President Ivory Nelson for once again supporting students.
*Special note: I apologize for my last letter
Sincerely, .
Greg Carlson

TAC0@11ELL.~
Upcoming Events:

11 ·C' · , . . ,:·: )/.

Classic Film Series presents:
Un .Couer en Hiver (Muskrats)
7:00 pm Tuesday January 24,
McConnell Auditorium
Admission is $2.50
A Tale of Winter
7:00 pm Tuesday Janury 31,
McConnell Auditorium
Admission is $2.50
Guest Speaker:
Edward James Olmos 7:00 pm
Thursday February 2, McConnell
Auditorium;Admission is free;
banquet afterwards
Sky Cries Mary 9:00 pm Friday
February 3, SUB ballroom,
Admission is $9 .00

B~'1.SYo!unteer._ :

•• ••·· •••••·•':i"'COtrii!rM

Step Aerobics M-F SUB room 217 •·"·
Contact Student Activities
963-1691

sent to you. The previous letter printed on this
page was not the same as the original submitted. Accidents do occur and, I shall make it a
point to take charge of the page myself.

r·r M...

· ·

. ,· · •·

ASCWU
Associated
-Students of
Central
Washington
University
(Student
Government)
Student Government Meetings:
*All students are encouraged to
participate with ASCWU

ASCWU BOD 7:00 am
Tuesday, January 24; SUB
.·. .·' 11 Room 209, Contact Greg,
·•··· President 963-1695

00 Have you ever thought about how )'.'.Q!! could make a difference here
at CWU?
•!••!•Today, I'm offering YQ!! a challenge to make your college experience
more worthwhile.
**We are seeking individuals with a variety of talents ranging from the
arts to athletics to help with our volunteerism campaign winter and spring
quarters. If you have any type of special talent of ability or just want to
become more involved, please come to the BOD office in SUB 106 or
contact me at 963-1693 for more information. You can improve your talents
& skills and help make a difference in someone's life.
Each week we will profile a group or individual who has made a
difference in the Ellensburg/CWU community, so come on down and sign
up!! You just may see your name or the name of your group here! Thanks!

**

SUB Union Board 4:00 pm
Tuesday, January 24; SUB
Room 107,Contact Timi ,VP for
Student Life and Facillties ·
963-1697
Funds Council
Tuesday, January 24; SUB Room 105,
Contact Skip, Senate Treasurer
963-1680

(bJ {bJ{bJ/bJ (bJ (bJ
ANDY LW ANGA - student gov't

?•

Question
of the Week:

?•

What is Central Washington
University's mascot named?

a:Binky
Attention recognized clubs
b:Wellington
and organizations: This
c:Nurf
space is available upon
request! Please contact me
d:Cheer
(Greg at 963-1693 M-F) AH The 34th person to call 963-1694 after 3pm with the
suggestions for the page are
correct answer will win a free Frazzini's pizza!!!
welcome too.
- - - - . - j•.t _~"-- - - · -----~--·i --------- ~_'__:_ ___ '__ _

Senate of Student Organizations
Wednesday, January 25; SUB Room
206/207, 4:00pm, Contact Brian, VP
for Organizations
Washington Student Lobby
Saturday, February 11, in Olympia,
Contact Shawn, VP for Political
Affairs 963-1698

Club Handbooks now·
available in the.
offices of the BOD
SUB 106 and Student
Activities SUB 214!
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Clu_b favorite proves not all lemons are sour
Shay McGraw
Staff reporter

I

n nature, the lemon is
universally accepted as a
bitter, yellow fruit. However, its recent application in
music has denied the lemon its
conventional attributes, resulting
in a debut release which is
anything but sour.
Seattle club favorites, the
Lemons, have finally squeezed
out their long-awaited debut
release, "Marvel". The album

REVIEW
arrives at its title and comic-like
cover art from the band's
preoccupation with comic book
superheroes and the values they
represent.
The album segeus its way
from one potential chart-topper to
the next in the same straightahead tradition of punk/garage
icons, the Ramones. Notably, the

two have drawn a considerable
amount of comparison. And
although similarities between the
two do exist, to lump them
together as indifferent wou1d
require the addition of every vital
punk outfit of the last 20 years,
from The Stooges to Green Day.
The Lemons have certainly ·
carved their own niche with the
aptly titled "MarVel". The vocals
snarl with pop sensibility at
issues such as girl trouble and
self-doubt, and are backed up by

short, choppy guitars and smooth
harmonies that will have you
singing along.
From the opening track
straight through to the closer,
"Call It A Day", "Marvel" is a
non-stop ride worthy of its title.
Surefire hits include the title
track, "Circle K Girl", and the
beckoning "Come Ta Grips".
Unless they manage to keep
themselves well-hidden, the
Lemons are destined to become
"Seattle's next big thing."

Central senior nominated for long list of impressive academic studies and credentials

Anthropology and Spanish major bids for -All-USA·team

C

entral has nominated
Ellensburg senior Mike
Trujillo for indusion on
the 1995 All-USA Academic
team, which is published by USA

Today.
"In a way I was surprised, but
I also felt I had a pretty good
chance," Trujillo admitted
concerning his nomination. "The
main reason I was surprised was
because I went into it with the
feeling I probably wouldn't get it,
but it would be nice if I did."
Sixty students nationwide will
be honored by USA Today. Their
names will be announced Feb. 3.

The 20 students selected for the
first team will each receive a
$2,500 cash prize and wiIJ be
honored at a special awards
luncheon.
Trujillo, who is majoring in
both anthropology and Spanish,
has a long list of impressive
academic credentials. He's
maintained a 3.7 cumulative
grade point average at CWU.
Trujillo was also awarded a
V.l.P. scholarship during the
1990 school year; the Douglas
Honors College exchange
scholarship in 1992; the Douglas
Honors College scholarship last

· and South America, working with
year; and was named a Pacific
a community improvement
Mountain Network scholar-this
project and as an Eng1ish teacher
year.
in Argentina, and as an assistant
Trujillo spent last summer as
an intern in the Archives Center
with the Flying Doctors of Mercy
of the American History Building in Mexico.
·"They would fly into Mexico
of the Smithsonian Institution.
bring in artificial limbs, and
While there, he studied the role
distribute them - for free - to
of gender in advertising.
people who needed them,"
He's written three essays on the
subject, .along with making
Trujillo said. "They also brought
presentations on it to Smithsonian in a dentist for a free dental care
program. What I did, mostly, was
researchers as well as at CWU.
translate."
"I initially wanted to
After graduating from
understand the role of gender in
Central, Trujil1o says he'll either
the Marlboro, Pepsi, and
volunteer for the Peace Corps or
Covergirl advertising camgo to graduate school to get a
paigns," Trujillo said. "I found
master's degree in cultural
they package and sell 'the West,'
anthropology;
youth, and the 'All-American
"Eventually, I'd like to be a
girl,' respectively. I'd like to
college professor, and teach
continue my study crosscultural anthropology," Trujillo
culturally, emphasizing Hispanic
advertising both in Latin America said.
Trujillo already has a leg up
and the United States."
in that regard as the teaching ·
Truji11o has already studied
assistant for Central' Introducextensively in Latin America. He
tion to Cultural AnthropC?logy
was a Rotary Exchange Student
classes. If he does return to the
to Guaymas, Mexico during the
1989-90 school year. Trujillo also college classroom as a teacher,
took part in an exchange program he'l1 pe the third Trujillo in the
family to be working in higher
to Buenos Aires, Argentina in
education.
1992.
Additionally, Trujillo has
-University Relations
been a volunteer in both Central

s

AIELLO: 'He
could have made
a big scene'
From page 6
turnip truck. Oh, I've been around
plenty of celebrities.
Look, I shook hands with J~sse
Jackson once at a picnic to benefit the homeless.
. Unfortunately, I also was eating a
hot dog at the time and manage4 to
smear mustard all over his hand.
Jackson was very nice about the
whole thing, though. He could have
made a big scene. He could have
pulled his hand back and screamed:
"Man, what are you doing ?! What
is that, Gulden's?"
At which point, I would have had
to wrestle the knife away from the·
guy cutting the pit beef and killed
myself.
(Yes, yes, the conversation with
Aiello. It's on its way, I promise.)
Anyway, I also met Mick Jagger
years ago.
OK, I say met. Actually, I was a
sportswriter at the time and
attending this big soccer luncheon
at a New York hotel. Jagger was an
investor in one of the teams and was
also at the luncheon, during which
he apparently consumed more than
a few cocktails.
Shortly after dessert, I went out to
the hallway to use the pay phone . .
Which is when I noticed this skinny
guy with long hair coming
down the hall toward me.
As he came closer, I could see it
was the lead singer for the Rolling
Stones, the Greatest Rock 'N' Roll
_Band in the World, who promptly
rapped on the phone booth and
mumbled: "Where's a bloke find
the men's room ' round 'ere?"
In any event, I promised to tell you
about my conversation with Aiello,
and now I will.
At the end of the third quarter the Nets were getting waxed by 30
points - Aiello suddenly turned
around in his seat.
This is it, I thought. The great man
wants to speak. He senses I'm a big
fan. He feels a sense of noblesse
oblige and has deigned to shoot the
breeze.
This is what Aiello said: "Seen the
beer man?"
And I said: "Gee, he was just here."
And he said: "Huh."
Memories like that . .. they last a
lifetime.

716 E. 8TH
IN THE PLAZA

925-9855

WE DELIVER
TUESDAYS
ALL YOU CAN EAT$
PIZZA & POP
5-7 PM

OF ELLENSBURG

4

gg

CALL ABOUT OUR
MONTHLY SPECIALS
AND REMEMBER;
WE ACCEPT LOCAL
OAM o a Corti , t995
~ Re:9 u s Pat OH J.M o a . co111 .

Dairy Queen• stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle
Network Telethon. which benefits local hospitals for children.

ULTIMATE
-TRAVEL

COMPETITOR'S COUPONS

Call us for

SPRING BREAK
SPECIALS
*CALIFORNIA
*EUROPE
*SKI PACKAGES

~

925-4448

1320 CANYON ROAD
(S . OF CASA DE BLANCA)

FREE TICKET DELIVERY
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SPORTS
Wildcats rebound against Simon Fraser
by Brad Lathrom
Staff reporter

After losing seven straight games,
Central found a spark when they
upset Simon Fraser 93-74 in the
conference home opener.
Central was able to trap the aansmen and create turnovers, which
were .converted into points for the
Wildcats.
Leading the way for Central w·as
senior guard Ryan Pepper (6-3,
190), who shot 12 of 17 from, the
field with five from 3-point range.
Pepper had 30 points for the game.
Junior forward Leon Johnson (67, 19.0) also contributed heavily to
CWU's win, shooting 8-14 from
the field for 16 points and leading
the team with five steals and six
rebounds.
Also scoring for the 'Cats was
senior guard David Rockwood (62, 180) and senior guard Jay Short
(5-11, 175), each with4-5 from the
field combining for 24 points.
This was a very important game
for Central. After losing their first
conference game to Lewis-Clark
State in Lewiston, the Wildcats
needed a win. in their conference
home opener to get on the right
track. To do this, an attitude adjustment was needed, head coach Gil
Coleman said.
"We had a team meeting,"
Coleman said. "I think we've been
on the road so long that we were
getting on each others nerves."
CWU is now into conference play,
where each game is very important. Even though Central is only710, they can still win their division.
"It's league ball now, it's a whole
new ballgame," Rockwood said.
"We started on the wrong foot, but
now we've picked up."
An even bigger challenge faces
CWU tonight, when the Wildcats
face off against the conference leading University of Puget Sound Loggers.
UPS is similar in size to Simon
Fraser, so the smaller, quicker team
of CWU should be able to exploit
the slowness of the bigger Loggers.
"We're going to trap the big guys,
we're going to try to make it a fastbreak game," Coleman said.
CWU is going to try to keep the
ball out of the hands of the Loggers.
"We're·going to pack in the zone
and go for steals," Rockwood said.
"Our whole goal is to not let it get
into the big guys."

Junior forward Leon Johnson goes up for two against Simon Fraser.

·Bad luck didn't rub off for Central
by Julie Holland
Staff reporter

Whether· you're superstitious or
not, playing an important basketball game on _unlucky Friday the
13th wouldn't appeal to any team.
Bad luck seemed to rub off on the
'Cats as they lost their first conference game to undefeated St.
Martin's University, 73-50.
Junior guard Shannon Crocker

said they didn't really
think about the day
"We were just hoping it
affecting their play.
would be bad luck for
"We were just hopthem."
ing it would be bad
1uck for them," she
-junior guard
said.
Shannon Crocker
The Wildcats got off
to a slow start in the
first half, shooting only eight of 31 boost. Head coach Nancy Katzer
from the field. Behind by 21 points gave it to them.
at the half, Central needed a morale
"We talked about the need to refo-

cus and start over," she said. "We
beat ourselves in the first half. We
dug ourselves into a hole by shooting only 26 percent."
Central came out strong in the
second half, improvingtheirshootingpercentageto44percent. However, the Wildcats couldn't make
up the 21-point deficit they built
up in the first half.
Crocker led Central with 15 points,
includingtheonly 3-pointfieldgoal

made by the Wildcats.
Freshman forward Natalie
Hutcheson came off the bench to
add 13 points, four rebounds, and
two steals.
Crocker was happy with the way
the team played in the second half.
The Wildcats scored 30 points and
held St. Martin's to only 32 points.

See BASKETBALL/page 10
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BASKETBALL:
Women's basketball
team enters league play
confident
From page 9
"We were more aggressive," ·
Crocker said. "We realized that we
could play with them. I felt like we
really wanted to try and win this
game."
Although Central came back from
the half with a new determination,
they couldn't shut down St.
Martin's junior guard Olivia
Carrillo, who led the Saints with a
game high of 21 points and 13
assists. Katzer said, "She could be
the best point guard in the conference."
Playing on a sore ankle that had
been twisted in practice earlier in
the week, Central freshman center
Molly Mickle was held to eight
points and four rebounds.
St. Martin's crashed the boards,
grabbing 42 rebounds to Central's
30. The Saints' fast-paced, trapping defense forced the Wildcats to
tum the ball over 27 times.
"We tried to slow their pace
down," Katzer said. "St. Martin's
is a guard oriented team that likes
to push the ball hard up court. The
game wasn't as fast-paced as they
- would have liked it to be."
Despite being unable to close the
gap of the first half, Katzer was
happy with their second half efforts.
The Wildcats played tough defense and Katzer was "pleased with
the overall performance of the
team."
The loss to St. Martin's gives the
'Cats a conference record of 0-1.

For the valley's best high,

Swimmers from Central and PLU are shown before they leave the starting blocks.

Swimmers impel in league action
by Brad Lathrom
Staff reporter

of the season, sweeping PLU.
"It was a great meet for us," said
. All-American senior co-captain
The Central men's and women's Rob Com. "It was the best I had
swim teams competed in a dual ever seen us swim."
meet against Pacific Lutheran UniCentral' s men beat the Lutes 147_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ v er- 76. Sophomore Jon Walker was a
sit y double winner in the 200-yard
o n freestyle (1 :48.09), and 500-yard
Sat- freestyle (4:59.81).
-,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ u r Winners also include freshman

Swi'mming

day .
This was Central's last chance to
prove themselves at home before
they hitthe road for the rest of their
dual meets.
CWU picked up their first victory

., ,:, .,

Cory Ferencik for the one- and
three-meter diving events (163.75
and 157.80).
CWU' s women edged the Lutes
109-105. PLU led 103-94 going
into the final event, but CWU fin-

ished first and second in the 400yard freesyle relay to win the meet.
Freshman Kara Jacobsen was a
double winner in the200-yard individual medley (2: 16.34), and in the
100-yard freestyle (56.19).
Central didn't have any new national qualifiers in the meet, but
many season-best times were established, including junior Jason
Hart in the 1,000-yard free
(10:22.92), senior Kevfo Daniel in
the 200-yard backstroke (2:04.18)
and junior Kris Kluthe in the 200yard breaststroke (2:18.00).
Wildcat 400-yard medley and 400yard free relay teams set season-

. ':::;~:/···

MAURICES

In~~~ S09•11t:"B'17 : ~:~
Call for St~'ent Discount

Leonard Kunz

Owner/Operator

JOIN THE
CRAZE

208 W. 8th (Across from the Courthouse)

962-6200

~-

40% - 50% OFF

SALE
ON ALL
FALUWINTER
. MERCHANDISE

Get out of the Cold &
Start Warming up for

SPRING TRAINING!!!

•

( VISA

I

Congratulations to
Cami Lemke
for bejng our 2000th member!
OFFER:

*Free Weights
*Stairclimbers & Lifecycles
*Aerobic Classes (Step, Floor)
*AT THE LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN!

*Come on in and
check out our
Mens and
Womens
Departments

•Indoor Softball & Baseball Cages•Two Golf Driving Ranges
•Special Team Rates Available•Special Hours Available by Appt.

116 E. FOURTH ST.
925-9350

Mllllber

William R. Meyer, 0.0., P.S.
THE EYE AND CONTACT LENS CLINIC

ONLYe1650 A Month
(Tax Already
included)

__,---:._....-....

OPEN: Monday - Saturday 10-9
Sunday 10 - 5
962-6647
605 WEST7TH
The Green Building behind Brad & Burke

'IIIE

best marks. Carianne Davis swam
a 2:32.43 in the 200 breaststroke
against PLU.
Anna Granberg' s score of 211.40
against PLU in one-meter diving
was also a season-best.
The next meet is Friday when the
Wildcats swim against the winless
Geoducks of Evergreen State College, but they are already looking
forward to the championships.
"We're looking ahead to conference,-we' re using these next three
meets to get some cuts," Com said.
The next chance to see the Wildcats is on Feb. 10-12, when they
host the PNWAC Championships.

11111,
•1111,.
American Optomdric
Associalion

WEI.COME BACK
WltDCllT.f
For students who wear glasses we offer this
FREE BACK-TO-SCHOOL
CONTACT LENS CONSULTATION
Includes:
*Limited Analysis
*Discussion of Lens Types
*Fitting Considerations
Please call now for an appointment
511 N. Pine Street
925-1000
OFFER EXPIRES JAN. 31 1995

509-962-5455
8th & Walnut,Ellensb

WA 98926

I

-Encredible Espresso-

so¢ off

I

1
I
I

ANY coffee
drink

1
I
I

I

I

expires Feb. 19, 1995

I

I

------~---------'
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Central quiets league opponents
by Jason Koontz

Yakima Valley College 31-10 in a
dual meet. Improving their record
to 5-2 with six duals remaining, the
'Cats won five of eight wrestling
matches and .picked up a couple of
forfeits for the win.
Chad Hendricks ( 126), Lucas,
Adam Scanlon (158), and Andy
Boe (190), all wrestled to victory.
YVC coach Bob Spain was so
impressed by the 'Cats performance, he speculated Central could
finish in the top two or three at

pound class, while Jason Vose ( 177)
and Dan Hamilton (190) each took
fourth place in their divisions.
The Wildcat wrestling team had
Pine won five matches and now
reason to celebrate as senior Brett has a 23-10 record. Two of his wins
Lucas went a perfect 4-0 at the came via the pin route, increasing
Clackamas Invitational Saturday,_ his season total to a team-leading
and finished first in a field of 20 six.
schools for the 150-pound di vision.
Pine is tied with Chris Dockter
Lucas is now 21-9 on the season.
( 134) for the team lead in victories.
Lucas wasn't the only successful Dockter, who was 1-2 at
Wildcat in Oregon that day. Kevin Clackamas, is 23-13.
Pine took third place in t~e 158Earlier in the week, Central beat

Staff reporter _

nationals. Spain also commented
favorably on the depth of the Wildcats.
"I think we have a good chance at
making-a run at the title if we have
everybody healthy, get some good
draws, and wrestle to our potential," Wildcat head coach Nick
Dougherty said.
The mat-men have plenty of time
to savor their success, for they are
idle until next Thursday, when
Simon Fraser comes to town for a

dual meet.

WILDCAT NOTES:
CWU wrestlers have two more
chances to qualify for the NAIA
national meet. These chances are
Jan. 28 at CWU's invitational and
Feb. 25 in the Pacific Northwest
regional championships. So far,
seven Wildcats have qualified for
the meet. Central's record is now
5-2 in duals. They are 1-1 against
four-year schools and 4-1 against
junior colleges.

Intramural.Scoreboard
As of January 13, 1995
BASKETBALL
WOMENS
TEAM
Lisa Allen ·
Bad Asses
Jennifer Yount
Double Up
The Chicks
Shannon Brister
Red Riders
Good Time Girls

WIN

LOST
0
0

2
2
l
I
I

I
1

0
0

2
2
LOST
0
0

--

LOST

0
0

.-------·
~·

.,.

.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Wildcat
Special
$7.99

0
0

0
0
0
0

PUNT, SACK, H

Our anvers carry less than S20 00 Cash

Buffalo
Wings

a!~::~e

I
I
I
I
I

order of Wings for
only $3.99 with any
Pizza Purchase
Expires 2/28/95

•
• ·

1
l

.

I

1·
I

I

LOST
0
0

I

Late Nite

s::.~;1

,TOUCHDOWN... •

I
I

MEDIUM ONE
TOPPING PIZZA
With 2 Cokes
Good After 9 pm only
ADD WINGS for $3.99!

I
I
I

.-.
M
1
•
______ ,1
Expires 2/28/95

Otter
valtd
on1y
Coupon
notwrth
volidcoupon
with onr
- Valid at
partic1pat1ng s tor3$ only P'f1C8S may vary.

·

•

I
I
I:

·•
Order your favorite
Domino's Pizzae and
NE-\Y
.
for the

,

Happy Hour
8-9PM
Any Pizza, Any Size
S9.99

'

Oood only between 8-9 pm
. No Double Portions
Not valid with Dominator
Expires 1-29-95

Coupof'I . <10t valid with any 0111... offer.
Offer vaka w1lh coupon only Vaha at part1c1pat1ng
stores only. Prices may v~ry. c.. stomer pays sales tax
wnere appl1cat11e Our drivers carry less than $20.00
Cash value 1120c ©1995 Domino's Pizza. Inc

I
I
I
I
I
I

,.
_:

•

I
I

I
I
.
1
I

•

- "
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1995 Oomino ·s Pu za. 111c Lmrnec1111ne only Offer m;,y vtHy Part1c1patin9 stores onty

:

-.

~-

gang!
.

.

Call us this weekend, ~nd enjoy
our pizza while you're glued to
the game.
Hours:
llam - lal)l Sun -Thurs
I lam - 2am Fri, Sat
Open for Lunch

CALL US!
"" 925-6941
Corner of 8th & Anderson
CARRY OUT OR FREE DELIVERY
·coca ·Cula". Coke·· and "01et Coke" are registered trademarks of

~he Coca·Cola Company

®

'. .

.,.

.

I
I

I
I

$3.00 OFF

Any large pizza, or

II
I

$2.00 OFF

Any medium, or

Sl.00 OFF
Any small pizi.a

I
I
I
I

Expires 2/28/95

______ ,1

Coupon not valid wlttt eny othet' offer
Offer vialtd with coupon on1y

va110 at

panK:'lpaong s10tes onty Pnces may vary

Cus1omerpavssa1estaxwhereapplteable
Our dnvflrs carry iess than $20 00 Cash

,----------,
•

\ak>e 1120cC/19950omonos,.,,,a,lrc

I

I .
I
I
I
I
I

I
1

I

LOST .

0
0
0
0
1

You CRN buy.
LOUE! !
American Eskimo
puppies
Beautiful, fun,
smart,
UKC, 6 weeks old

$250.
925-4205

~·

.

CLASSIFIEDS
EARN CASH STUFFING envelopes
at home. Send SASE to P.O. Box
10075 Olathe, KS. 66051
STUDENT GROUPS, GREEKS, and
organizations needed for one week
Project - Make $500.00 + per week.
Positions limited. Call 1-800-3447743 ext.6093

Customerpayssa1estaxwtiereapp11C.able
Our dn\lers carry less than $20 00 Cash

• \'•""'1/20c C19950onw-a·sp,,,. _1nc

I
I
I

0

:
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I

0
0
0

OPEN"Z"
TEAM
WIN
Hustlers
1
Ram bis
Super Schefflers
Heebie-Jeebies
1
.The Buck Shot Boys
0
BIOYA
0
Bus Drivers
0
Aho Music & Sports/Oakrail
0

........ ,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

,--------·-

.•

0
0

INTERVIEWS FOR
SPRING QUARTER 195
STUDENT TEACHERS AND
OPTION II STUDENTS
will be held .on
THURSDAY. JANUARY 26TH.
Sign ug {Jan, 19 -25) in Black Hall, 2nd Floor

LOST
0
0

I

Slappy's
'79 Sonics
The Olympic Keg Tappers
BOHiCA

LOST
0
0

WIN

______ ,
,_. _____ ,
Coupon not valld witn anv ott.t" off9t'.
Ofter valta w1tn couPon on1v Vatld at
pan.crpaung ~i o1 es only Prces may vary
CustomerpayssalestatwhereappiteatHe

t

I

WIN

OPEN"D"
TEAM
Motion
Tin Man

I
I
I
I
I
I

Expires 2128/95

I
I

I

LOST
0
0
0
0

SIX FOOT AND UNDER "C"
TEAM
WIN
Hispanic Cauzin' Panic
PlayazClub
Loadwarriors
1
The Hoopsters
1
Gary Payton
0
John Muchlinski
0
Student Coaches Association
0
Release, Rotation, Splash
0

WE'GUARANTEE . YOU WON'T MISS A PLAY.

:
I
I

I Medium 2-topping pizza
plus your choice of a
Garden Fresh Salad
or Domino's Twisty Brea.d

\aluH20c <Cl •9950omonosPoua . •nc

••

l
l
2
2
2

0

OPEN"Y"
TEAM
Chad Boyer
Steve Knutzen
The Homed Frogs
Beau Baldwin
2 Much Brew
Lie, Cheat, & Steal
Cascade Cowboys
Speed

1
2
2

WIN
2
2

0

2
1
l
0
0

SIX FOOT AND UNDER "B"
TEAM
WIN
l'
Heffeweizen
The Fogg
l
Rose Smith
No Morals
I
Hocus Pocus
0
Spare Parts
0
Josh Early
0
Red Wings
0

1

SIX FOOT AND UNDER "A"
, WIN
TEAM
Red Tide
2
Beau Baldwin
2
Kailan Elder
Stacy YoungThe Defending Ladies 1
Pool Champion
Coaches + one
I
Justin Sundquist
0
Mary Jane
0
OPEN"X"
TEAM
Georges Team
Scott Valen
- .--

Hustle
Travis Kolbeck
Dreamers
Greg McGuire
The Nameless
Kyle Kelley

• .

··I

THE ULTIMATE
DEEP DISH
St0.99
LARGE 2-Topping

.
Expires 2/28/95

®

I

I
I
I
I

II

Coupon not valid with any other offer
Offer va~.:l with coupon only . Vaha at part1c1patmg.
stores only. Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax
where applicable. Our driver!> carry less than 520 oo.
Cash value 1/20c !01995 Oom1no·s Pizza. Inc.

·
•

•

•

~-------.;.-,;

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTStudents needed! Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3,000 - $6,000+ per
month. Room and Board! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206)545-4155
ext.A60932
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over
$6 Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible. Let us help. For
. more info. call: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F60931
CRUISE SHIPS NOW hiring! - Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World Travel. Seasonal & fulltime employment available. No
experience necessary. For more
information call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C60932
SEEKING FEMALE ROOMMATE for
·2 bedroom apartment. NS. $263/
month plus utilities. Call Jessica

ASAP 925-2914 ·
·SUMMER·CAMP JOBS fbr men and
women. Hidden Valley Camp
interviewing on February 15. Make
appointment and get further
information at the Student
Employment Office.

·
For about adollar ada~·
both will give you t~e power you need to
survive this semester..- .·
Only $33.00 a month.*

Macintosh Performa' 636CD
8MB RAMl250MB hard drive, CD-ROM drive 14" aJlor 11/QTlit()r,
keyboard, moµse and all the software youhi likely to need

One java, piping ho~ no sugar and hold the moo juice.

With the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can take advantage of
already great student pricing on a Ma(- for about $33 per month· with no payments for 90 days'.
Students who qualify can take home any Macintosh" personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or
other peripherals with no ~le and no complicated forms. Let's face it, the holidays aren't exactly

conducive to saving money. In fact, they can leave you broke. But you can still buy the computer
you want and not worry about payments until long after the decorations are down. The ,_
Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan. The solution
that gives you the power every student needs. The power to be your bese
~
"

Apple.

PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS

For more information contact

Nils Tunsmann at the University Store

963-1335
''/Jej'errfd Apple <:ompuler Loan offer expires February 17, 1995. No paymenl ofinterest or principal will be JW/Uirtdfor 90 days. (Some resellers may JW/Uire a <kposit to bold merchandise while loan is being approved) Interest accruing during /Ins 90-day period will be added to
prindpa~ and tbe principal tll1IQtl1I/, as so incrfllsed, will tbertlajter bear interest which will be included in the repaymenJ scbedule.
·
•Montbly payment is an eslimaJe basa:I on a purchaseprice of$1,93152, which includes 8S%sales tax, for tbe Macintosh Performa 636CD system shown above. Including loan fees, the total loan amount is $2,044.00, wbicb results in a monthly payment obligation of $33SO. 7be monthly
payment above was calculated using an estimate ofsales tax in San Francisco. !{tbe applicable sales tax is 8.75% (Chicago) or 7.0% (Philadelphia), tbe 11/QTltb/y payment would be $33S8 or 133.04, respectively. Computer system prices, loan amounts and safes taxes may vary. See your
authorizedApple Campus Reseller or representalivefor current system prices, loan and tax amounts. Loans are for a minimum of fl,000 to a maximum of $10,000. You may take out m<m than one loan, but tbe total ofall loans cannot exceed $10,000 annually. A55% loan origination fee
will be added to tbe requested loan amount. 7be interest mte is variable, based on the rommerrial paper mte plus 535%. For the month ofNovember, 1994, the interest rate wa.s 10.85% and the Annual Perr:entage Rate was 12.44%. 8-year loan term with-no prepaymentpenafly. The monthly
payment and the annual pemmtage rrile shown assumes tbe 90-day deferment ofprindpal and interest described above and no otber deferment ofprincipal or interest. Students may defer principal payments up to 4 years, or until gradualion. Deferment will rlJange your monthly
payments. 7beApple Compuler loan is subjecJ to credit approval. Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan offers available only to qualifying students, faculty and staff. Offers available only from Apple or an authorized Apple C,ampus Reseller or representative. © 1994 Apple
Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, tbe Apple logo, Macintosh, Performa and 'The power la be your best" are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. Mac is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.

Air. Force ROTC

~lso

·

·

'Your e .
has to be ~es1g1Jt OJJ/y

quality

I

More and more pilot
slots are becoming
available as the years
go by. Why wait to have
some boring job flying
a desk all day? Do the
real thing and fly for
the U.S. Air Force.

01so to
as a Pilot.

Why not fly state of the art
aircraft in the U.S. Air
Force? Even now the pilot
slots are piling up, and we
need someone to fly those
dam jets, why not you?

For 1997, Air Force ROT~ is offering the chance for 555 out of 2000 qualified cadets
to fly the most high-tech. machinery the world has ever seen. It only get~ better later.
For 1998, 616 will be categorized, and for 1999 and 2000, 747 will be chosen.

-~

